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BOARD OF EDITORS

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
JAMES N. BOZEK

MANAGING EDITOR
STEPHANIE V. BARBARO

ASSOCIATE MANAGING EDITOR
KAYLA S. LASKIN

SENIOR ASSOCIATE EDITORS
ALEXANDER R. MIDDLEMISS
CASEY M. HUGHES

ARTICLES EDITORS
ANASTASIA N. CASSISI
WALLIS LEVY GRANAT

SENIOR EXECUTIVE EDITOR
JANELLE A. JAMES

ALUMNI RELATIONS DIRECTOR
KELSEY DOUGHERTY HOWARD

EXECUTIVE NOTES & COMMENTS EDITORS
THOMAS R. MOSCZCZYNSKI
JOE DECAMINADA
LAURA EMMONS
RICKI PARKS

SENIOR STAFF

PHILIP BRANIGAN  ALLISON CABIBBO  MARY CURRY  SHANNON DEMPSEY  DANIEL HOROWITZ
ADAM MYREN  SIGOURNEY NORMAN  SAMANTHA OJO  JOO YEON SHIN
PRODROMOS TSENESIDIS  ARTESSA TSO

STAFF MEMBERS

GEORGE ALISSANDRATOS  NKOSI ARCHIBALD  PAUL BITETTI  JARED FITZPATRICK  JILLIAN FITZPATRICK
MICHAEL GULOTTA  NEGIN HAGHNAZARI  BEN HANDY  TREVOR HANRAHAN  MATTHEW HARNISCH
HUNTER IGO  DANIKA JOHNSON  BRETT KANTER  PATRICK LEE  AUSTIN LLAMAS
IAN LUKASZEWICZ  MEGHAN MCLoughlin  JENNIE MILLER  EVAN O’CONNOR  MATTHEW PHILLIPS
GABRIELLE POLLARD  ERIC PREZIOSO  CHARLES SIREK  AMANDA SMALL  MEGAN TRAGER
NICOLE VALERA

Faculty Advisors
ELAINE M. CHIU  ROSA CASTELLO